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T

his book is about surviving cravings…
and boredom, anxiety, stress, problems,
recovery, and life.
Introduction

Here it is: Next time you’re stressed and
don’t know what to do, or when what you
want to do is unhealthy (like use drugs or
alcohol), take a glance at this handout and
start checking boxes. Then choose one or
more options and get them done!
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“She threw away all
cravings and masks and
put on her soul.”
-Anonymous
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Getting Past Cravings and Life
Introducing the legendary Getting Past Cravings and Life List. Below and over the next few
pages you’ll find a stretch of interventions, skills, distractions, fun stuff, coping skills, and
whatnot, all meant to help you through the harder moments. When tempted to use, or stressed in
general, peruse the following pages and choose something to do.

General ideas for urge management
Check all options that appeal to you, then pick one and do it.
If the urge to use is strong, set a timer for 60 minutes, promise to stay
clean for the hour, choose an activity, and do it.
 If emergent or detoxing, call 911 or got to
your nearest emergency room for help.

 If you need support/referral, contact your
providers or the substance abuse hotline at 800
662-HELP.

 Call a sponsor or mentor

 Call a sober/clean friend or family member

 Go to twelve-step meeting/support group

 Keep repeating, “I am now in recovery”

“Addiction hollows one out,
leaving only the mask of the
moment…the masks hide a
thousand broken promises to self
and others. They provide a veneer
of normalcy… feign laughter when
tears are flowing inside.”
– Bill White, ‘The Masks of
Addiction and Recovery”

 Look at photos of people you love
 Make a list of reasons you decided to quit
 Make a list of consequences if you relapse
 List all the good things that might happen if
you stay in recovery
 Pray or reach out to a spiritual guide/minister
 Don’t be alone: spend time with sober people
 Take five slow, deep, but comfortable breaths
and focus on relaxing your body
 Practice grounding: bring yourself back to a
safe present through mindfulness/meditation
 Replace drugs with a new, healthy passion
 Use strengths to overcome vulnerabilities
 Don’t use the “trigger” as excuse for using.
Pick another option.
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You’ve reached the “Sneak Peek” version of this
booklet -- and you’re missing a bunch of pages!
The real thing is far more interesting, worth the
read, and it’s free. For more information, check
out kimrosenthalmd.com/store and explore.
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Getting Past Cravings and Life (page 6)
A few more coping skills
(Couldn’t resist)
 Journal to express & organize your thoughts
 Treat yourself like you would a friend
 Forgive yourself. Forgive others.
 Set healthy boundaries, know when to say
YES, when to say NO
 Practice flexibility
 Pursue the positive. Decide to love life.
Imagine a positive future

 Write a list of goals and review it monthly

 Find an important cause or passion,
something that’s worth fighting for.

 Notice beauty in your life, especially in the
small things.

 Give yourself permission to stop worrying

 Keep an inspirational quote with you

 Don’t let negative outweigh positive.

 Prepare in advance when something difficult
is coming up

 Use humor to bolster yourself against stress
and sadness. Watch Monty Python.

 Seek the company of people who are
positive, kind, and nonjudgmental

 Avoid all or nothing thinking; there’s usually
another side to the story

 Download the app “Happify” onto your
phone (free)

Extra credit: weird happenings
 Search “Why do I…” and check out results

 Toss paper electronically using “Paper Toss”

 Socialize uselessly using the Binky app

 Shave using the “ishaver Pro” app

 Dare to play the S.M.T.H. app on your phone

 Pluck hair obsessively via the “Pluck It”app

 Help a piece of bread reach “toasthood” by
playing the app “I am Bread”

 Download a 3D dragon controller onto your
iphone

 Have a fake chat or conversation using the
“Fake that Conversation” app.

 Check out cat-bounce.com to see cats
bounce

 Text “I hid the body” to a random number

 Play the “Milk the Cow” app

 Dare to play “There is no game”

 Download a pet kitten onto your phone

 Count lots of money using the 1000000 app.

 Search snapbubbles.com to snap bubbles

 Read about the OTB Recovery Workbook.

 This booklet is over! Choose different option
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About the Author

When not writing, Kim Rosenthal practices life as a physician. Dr. Kim’s career as a
travelling psychiatrist has led her from countryside to big cities to places where no one
speaks English. The author attended medical school in Texas. She’s board-certified by
the American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology and has medical licenses in Hawaii,
Maine, and North Carolina. Over the past 20 years, she has helped 10’s of thousands of
people deal with mental illness and embrace a positive future. Dr. Kim believes that
mental health is more than surviving bad moments. It’s remembering what makes life
worth it. These days the author works as an attending psychiatrist at a state hospital in
North Carolina. She wouldn’t trade her career for the world.
Dr. Kim is currently working on a publication for recovering addicts. It’s called the
Outside-the-Box Recovery Workbook and accompanies the reader on a 30-day journey
into the world of sobriety. It’s hard work. It’s also creative and entertaining and splashed
over with artwork. Written for substance use disorder counselors and the public alike,
worksheets cross “Why Quit” and “Dealing with Guilt” with art therapy, puzzles, strange
scenarios, and movie-writing.
If you want to read more by Dr. Kim, check out kimrosenthalmd.com. The site includes
110+ mental health posts, a dozen free and low-price mini-books, plus information on
the Outside-the-Box Recovery Workbook.
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That’s all,
folks!

See you next time, next booklet…
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